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Databases

CCH Internet Research NetWork
Contains the full text of treatises, journals, newsletters, and primary law on the following topics: Corporate Governance, Securities, Mergers & Acquisitions, International Business, Banking, Antitrust, Trade Regulation, Products Liability, Intellectual Property, Federal Energy Guidelines, and Transportation.

Foreign and International Law Resources Database (HeinOnline)
Provides full-text access to international yearbooks and serials, U.S. law digests, international tribunals and judicial decisions, as well as other major works related to foreign and international law.

Manupatra
Manupatra.com is India’s largest and most comprehensive online legal & business policy database. A login is required. Please see a librarian for assistance in obtaining documents from Manupatra.

World Trials Collection (HeinOnline)
Provides full-text access to trial transcripts and monographs from the 18th century to the 20th century.

These resources, and many others, are accessible via the Law Library’s A-Z List of Databases. The CCH and Hei databases are also listed in O.U. Libraries’ LORA (Library Online Resource Access) system (http://libraries.ou.edu/eresources/LORA/)

Books and Films

Administration of Justice—United States

KF 8700 .M46 2006
Blocking the courthouse door : how the Republican Party and its corporate allies are taking away your right to sue
Mencimer, Stephanie, 1969-

Administrative Law—European Union Countries

KJE 5602 .C73 2006
EU administrative law
Craig, P. P. (Paul P.)
The collected courses of the Academy of European Law ; 16/1
Archaeology—Oklahoma

E 78 .O45 L3 2007
Looting Spiro Mounds : an American King Tut's tomb
La Vere, David.

Bankruptcy—United States

KF 1501 .C6 1993
1993 Collier portable pamphlet : full text of the bankruptcy code and rules

Biotechnology Industries—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3133 .B56 B563 2007
Biotechnology and the law

Church and State—United States

KF 4783 .E355 2007
Religious freedom and the constitution
Eisgruber, Christopher L.

Comparative Law

K 2100 .M37 2006
Judicial recourse to foreign law : a new source of inspiration?
Markesinis, B. S.
University of Texas at Austin studies in foreign and transnational law

Computer and Electronic Games—Law and Legislation

K 3705 .V53 S73 2006
The state of play : law, games, and virtual worlds
Ex machina

KF 1893 .E44 B87 2007
Business & legal primer for game development
Constitutional Law

JC 423 .M83 2007
Constitutional democracy : creating and maintaining a just political order
Murphy, Walter F., 1929-
The Johns Hopkins series in constitutional thought

Constitutional Law and History—United States

KF 4557 .M33 2006
Powers reserved for the people and the states : a history of the Ninth and Tenth Amendments
McAffee, Thomas B., 1952-
Reference guides to the United States Constitution, no. 18

KF 4783 .E355 2007
Religious freedom and the constitution
Eisgruber, Christopher L.

Construction Law—United States

KF 2925.3 .D47 2007
Design professional and construction manager law

Contracts—Economic Aspects—United States

KF 889 .G65 2006
Framing contract law : an economic perspective
Goldberg, Victor P.

Court Organization & Procedure—United States

KF 8861 .F62 2007
Judicial disqualification : recusal and disqualification of judges
Flamm, Richard E.
Courts—Great Britain

KD 7216 .D74 2007
The Court of Appeal
Drewry, Gavin.

Courts-Martial—United States

KF 7641 .M47 2007
The trials of Abu Ghraib : an expert witness account of shame and honor
Mestrovic, Stjepan Gabriel.

Criminal Procedure—United States

KF 9619.3 .P75 2007
Principles of criminal procedure
Concise hornbook series

Debtor and Creditor—California

KFC 1065 .A3 1982
1982 creditors' remedies legislation (operative July 1, 1983), with official comments : the Enforcement of Judgments Law, the Attachment Law

Documentary Films

KF 224 .G63 T74 1988 (VHS tape)
The trial of Bernhard Goetz

KF 8745 .M34 T48 1996 (VHS tape)
Thurgood Marshall portrait of an American hero

HD 8081 .H7 C687 2003 DVD
Los trabajadores The workers
[Hohokus, N.J.?] : New Day Films, [2003?]
Drug Abuse—Government Policy—United States

An analytic assessment of U.S. drug policy
Boyum, David.

Entertainment Law—United States

Law and business of the entertainment industries

Entertainment law in a nutshell
Burr, Sherri.

Evolution—Study and Teaching—Law and Legislation

Summer for the gods : the Scopes trial and America's continuing debate over science and religion
Larson, Edward J. (Edward John)

A religious orgy in Tennessee : a reporter's account of the Scopes monkey trial
Hoboken, N.J. : Melville House Pub., [2006?]

Family Law—European Union Countries

Families and the European Union : law, politics and pluralism
McGlynn, Clare.
Family Law—United States

KF 547 .G655 1998
**The best interests of the child : the least detrimental alternative**

Feature Films

PN 1997 .F49 2001 DVD
**A few good men**

PN 1997 .W58 DVD
**Witness for the prosecution**

Global Warming

**An inconvenient truth : the planetary emergency of global warming and what we can do about it**
Gore, Albert, 1948-

Goetz, Bernhard Hugo—Trials, Litigation, etc.

KF 224 .G63 T74 1988 (VHS tape)
**The trial of Bernhard Goetz**

Human Rights

K 3240 .H858 2000
**Human rights : new perspectives, new realities**

LC 213 .T66 2006
**Human rights obligations in education : the 4-A scheme**
Tomasevski, Katarina.
Human Rights—Russia

KLB 2460 .B87 2007
Burkov, Anton
Stuttgart : Ibidem-Verlag, 2007
Soviet and post-Soviet politics and society, 45

Immigrant Labor—United States

HD 8081 .H7 C687 2003 DVD
Los trabajadores The workers
[Hohokus, N.J.?] : New Day Films, [2003?]

HD 8081 .M6 L48 2006 DVD
Letters from the other side

Indigenous Peoples

E 78 .C15 E16 2002
Heart of the rock : the Indian invasion of Alcatraz
Eagle, Adam Fortunate.

E 78 .O45 L3 2007
Looting Spiro Mounds : an American King Tut's tomb
La Vere, David.

E 83.866 .C65 1994
The great escape : the Apache outbreak of 1881
Collins, Charles, 1952-
Great West and Indian series ; 62

Juh : an incredible Indian
Thrapp, Dan L.

Z 1209 .F38 1971
American Indian and white relations to 1830, needs & opportunities for study; an essay
Fenton, William Nelson, 1908-
New York, Russell & Russell [1971, c1957]
Needs and opportunities for study series
Indigenous Peoples—Legal Status, Laws, etc.

K 738 .G55 2006
Indigenous peoples' land rights under international law : from victims to actors
Gilbert, Jeremie.

KE 7709 .H46 2006
First Nations jurisprudence and Aboriginal rights : defining the just society
Henderson, James Youngblood.
Saskatoon : Native Law Centre, University of Saskatchewan, c2006.

International Criminal Court

KZ 1190 .M64 2006
Global justice : the politics of war crimes trials
Moghalu, Kingsley Chiedu.

Iraq War, 2003

DS 79.76 .P33 2006
The assassins' gate : America in Iraq
Packer, George, 1960-.

E 903.3 .W67 2006
State of denial
Woodward, Bob.

KF 7641 .M47 2007
The trials of Abu Ghraib : an expert witness account of shame and honor
Mestrovic, Stjepan Gabriel.

Judges—Disqualification—United States

KF 8861 .F62 2007
Judicial disqualification : recusal and disqualification of judges
Flamm, Richard E.
Judges—United States—Biography

KF 8745 .M34 T48 1996 (VHS tape)
Thurgood Marshall portrait of an American hero

Judicial Error—Oklahoma

KF 224 .W5535 G75 2006
The innocent man : murder and injustice in a small town
Grisham, John.

Judicial Process

K 2100 .M37 2006
Judicial recourse to foreign law : a new source of inspiration?
Markesinis, B. S.
University of Texas at Austin studies in foreign and transnational law

Jurisprudence

K 230 .B57 J87 2006
Jurisprudence : theory and context
Bix, Brian.

Jurisprudence—United States

KF 380 .C36 2006
The canon of American legal thought

Land Tenure

K 738 .G55 2006
Indigenous peoples' land rights under international law : from victims to actors
Gilbert, Jeremie.
Law—Dictionaries

K 54 .E29
Law dictionary; English-espanol-francais-Deutsch.
Egbert, Lawrence Deems, 1897-1977.
New York, Fallon Law Book Co. [1949]

Law—Language

PN 441 .F44 1989
Fish, Stanley Eugene.
Post-contemporary interventions

Law—Quotations and Humor

K 58 .L44 2006
Legal briefs & bytes : enlightening and amusing insights on the law.

PN 6231 .L4 A64 2003
Amicus humoriae : an anthology of legal humor.

PN 6728 .P4 S32694 1996
See you later, litigator!

Law and Economic Development

HD 75 .D357 2006
The law-growth nexus : the rule of law and economic development.
Dam, Kenneth W.

Law and Public Relations—United States

KF 390.5 .P8 M33 2007
Courting the media : public relations for the accused and the accuser.
Mackenzie, Margaret A., 1951-.
Law and Religion

BT 127.7 .C53 2006
*A history of the idea of "God's law" (theonomy) : its origins, development, and place in political and legal thought.*
Clauson, Marc A.

Law Reform—United States

KF 1296 .B64 2001
*Why lawsuits are good for America : disciplined democracy, big business, and the common law.*
Bogus, Carl T.
Critical America

Legal Profession—United States

KF 297 .W344 2000
*What law school doesn't teach you--but you really need to know : expert tips & strategies for making your legal career a huge success.*
Walton, Kimm Alayne.

KF 300 .S54 2007
*The affective assistance of counsel : practicing law as a healing profession*
Silver, Marjorie A.

Legal Research & Writing

KF 240 .L415
*U.S. law library alert.*

KF 250 .S347 2005
*Better legal writing : 15 topics for advanced legal writers*
Schiess, Wayne, 1963-
Libraries and Librarianship—United States

Z 673 .A43 H68 1994
AALL reference book : a compendium of facts, figures, and historical information about the American Association of Law Libraries
Houdek, Frank G.
Buffalo, N.Y. : W.S. Hein & Co., 1994-

Z 682.35 .V62 B49 2006
Beyond the books : people, politics, and librarianship

Literature and Politics—United States

PS 169 .I45 R69 2000
Literary culture and U.S. imperialism : from the Revolution to World War II
Rowe, John Carlos.

Lynching—California—History

HV 6468 .C2 G66 2006
Lynching in the West, 1850-1935
Gonzales-Day, Ken.

Medical Ethics—United States

Bioethical and evolutionary approaches to medicine and the law
Keyes, W. Noel.
Chicago, Ill. : [Committee on Biotechnology], American Bar Association, c2007.

Murder—Drama

PN 1997 .F49 2001 DVD
A few good men

PN 1997 .W58 DVD
Witness for the prosecution
Pensions—Law and Legislation—United States

KF 3510 .A317 A15 2006
Chicago, IL : CCH, c2006

KF 3510 .A317 R53 2006
RIA's complete analysis of the Pension Protection Act of 2006. : with code and ERISA sections as amended and committee reports.
New York, N.Y. : RIA, c2006

Political Science

E 221 .A735 2007
The declaration of independence : a global history
Armitage, David, 1965-

JC 423 .M83 2007
Constitutional democracy : creating and maintaining a just political order
Murphy, Walter F., 1929-
The Johns Hopkins series in constitutional thought

Privacy, Right of

K 3263 .N48 2006
New dimensions in privacy law : international and comparative perspectives

Public Health Laws—United States

KF 3775 .L384 2007
Law in public health practice

Rape—Investigation—United States

RA 1141 .D63 2007 DVD
DNA critical issues for those who work with victims.
Refugees—Legal Status, Laws, etc.—United States

KF 228 .U5 G65 2005
Storming the court: how a band of Yale law students sued the President--and won
Goldstein, Brandt.

Restorative Justice

JC 578 .B684 2001
The mystic heart of justice: restoring wholeness in a broken world
Breton, Denise.

Right to Education

LC 213 .T66 2006
Human rights obligations in education: the 4-A scheme
Tomasevski, Katarina.

Sexual Harassment

HD 6060.3 .Z56 2006
The politics of sexual harassment: a comparative study of the United States, the European Union, and Germany
Zippel, Kathrin S.

Supreme Court, U.S.

KF 8745 .M34 T48 1996 (VHS tape)
Thurgood Marshall portrait of an American hero
[Alexandria, Va.]: PBS Video, [1996].

Taxation—United States

KF 6276.52006 .A2 T29 2006
Chicago, IL: CCH, c2006.
RIA's complete analysis of the tax provisions of the Tax Relief and Health Care Act of 2006: with code sections as amended and committee reports.

Terrorism

Defining terrorism in international law
Saul, Ben.
Oxford monographs in international law

Torts—United States

Why lawsuits are good for America: disciplined democracy, big business, and the common law
Bogus, Carl T.
Critical America

Blocking the courthouse door: how the Republican Party and its corporate allies are taking away your right to sue
Mencimer, Stephanie, 1969-

Trials—United States

The trial of Bernhard Goetz

Summer for the gods: the Scopes trial and America's continuing debate over science and religion
Larson, Edward J. (Edward John)

A religious orgy in Tennessee: a reporter's account of the Scopes monkey trial
Hoboken, N.J.: Melville House Pub., [2006?]
A religious orgy in Tennessee: a reporter's account of the Scopes monkey trial
Hoboken, N.J. : Melville House Pub., [2006?]

The innocent man: murder and injustice in a small town
Grisham, John.

The trials of Abu Ghraib: an expert witness account of shame and honor
Mestrovic, Stjepan Gabriel.

United States—History, Politics, & Government

The assassins' gate: America in Iraq
Packer, George, 1960-

The declaration of independence: a global history
Armitage, David, 1965-

Andrew Jackson and the politics of martial law: nationalism, civil liberties, and partisanship
Warshauer, Matthew, 1965-

State of denial
Woodward, Bob.

Usury—History

The scholastic analysis of usury.
Noonan, John Thomas, 1926-
**War Crimes Trials**

KMJ 41 .H87 S23 2006
*Saddam on trial : understanding and debating the Iraqi high tribunal*
Scharf, Michael P., 1963-

KZ 1190 .M64 2006
*Global justice : the politics of war crimes trials*
Moghalu, Kingsley Chiedu